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Gliders ride the autumn waves in the sky
By Paul Robitaille
Three soaring clubs congregated on the Gorham
Airport Sunday Oct. 7 and
remained through this past
weekend. The clubs were
the Greater Boston Soaring
club, Franconia Soaring Association and the Post Mills
VT Soaring Club. Another
club was joining them for
the weekend.
The reason they came is
for an atmospheric condition known as "the wave."
The wave begins as winds
that flow down the ridges of
the Presidential range
through the Great Gulf and
then races upwards at rapid
speed.
In 2005 Mount Washington was named an official
National Landmark of
Soaring. The beginnings of
soaring over the White
Mountains date back to October, 1938, when Lewin
Barringer of Philadelphia
spent a weekend of flying
around the White Mountains with his friend from
Intervale, Eliot Noyes. The
“wave camp” was first held
in the fall of 1966 with pilots
for the most part based out
of the North Conway Airport (where Settler’s Green
now sits). In 1986 the airport
closed, and an airfield the
group used in Glen was also
gone. The soaring camp
came to Gorham in 1993.
The
atmospheric

condition is particularly
strong this time of the year.
Because of the winds the
clubs use the Gorham airfield as their base as they fly
over the mountains in their
sailplanes or gliders as they
are commonly known. Sail
planes are normally limited
to a 18,000 ft. level but because of the abnormal conditions the FAA grants a
window for this time of the
year for a ceiling height of
30,00 ft. according to Trim
Greenwood of the New England Soaring Association.
“The winds in the Mt.
Washington Valley at this
time of the year are very
smooth. There is turbulence as you enter the
"wave", but then the wind
smooths out to give spectacular sailing. We’ve been
coming here for three or
four years. The highest anyone has reached from
Gorham is 27,000 feet although we have a window to
go to 30,000. " While watching a sailplane being
pushed onto the runway
one of the pilots began to
untangle an oxygen cord as
he waited for the tow plane
to arrive to tow him into the
wave. Tow plane pilot Rick
David added "About 20 people come and this event usually takes place the first two
weeks in October, " as he
headed to his tow plane to
pull another glider pilot into the sky.

The summit of Mt.Washington as seen from pilot Rick David tow plane.

Tow Plane pilot Rick David approaches the Gorham air field.

Gliders are lined up at the Gorham Airfield waiting their turn in the air.

The tow line is fastened and tightened.

A glider pilot belts himself in preparation for takeoff.

The hook that holds the tow line to
the glider.

Pilot Rick David begins his take off.

Launch!

Sail plane being towed over the town of Gorham.

One of the many sail planes in the air at the same time glides over the Androscoggin
Valley.

